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Fig. 1. Unpaired, cross-structural, motion retargeting. An input motion sequence (orange skeletons) is retargeted to a target skeleton (rightmost, blue), which
has different body proportions, as well as a different number of bones (marked in red).
We introduce a novel deep learning framework for data-driven motion
retargeting between skeletons, which may have different structure, yet
corresponding to homeomorphic graphs. Importantly, our approach learns
how to retarget without requiring any explicit pairing between the motions
in the training set.
We leverage the fact that different homeomorphic skeletons may be re-
duced to a common primal skeleton by a sequence of edgemerging operations,
which we refer to as skeletal pooling. Thus, our main technical contribution is
the introduction of novel differentiable convolution, pooling, and unpooling
operators. These operators are skeleton-aware, meaning that they explicitly
account for the skeleton’s hierarchical structure and joint adjacency, and
together they serve to transform the original motion into a collection of
deep temporal features associated with the joints of the primal skeleton. In
other words, our operators form the building blocks of a new deep motion
processing framework that embeds the motion into a common latent space,
shared by a collection of homeomorphic skeletons. Thus, retargeting can be
achieved simply by encoding to, and decoding from this latent space.
Our experiments show the effectiveness of our framework for motion
retargeting, as well as motion processing in general, compared to existing
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approaches. Our approach is also quantitatively evaluated on a synthetic
dataset that contains pairs of motions applied to different skeletons. To
the best of our knowledge, our method is the first to perform retargeting
between skeletons with differently sampled kinematic chains, without any
paired examples.
CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies→Motion process-
ing; Neural networks.
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Neural motion processing, motion
retargeting
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1 INTRODUCTION
Capturing the motion of humans is a fundamental task in motion
analysis, computer animation, and human-computer interaction.
Motion capture (MoCap) systems typically require the performer to
wear a set of markers, whose positions are sampled by magnetic or
optical sensors, yielding a temporal sequence of 3D skeleton poses.
Since different MoCap setups involve different marker configura-
tions and make use of different software, the captured skeletons
may differ in their structure and number of joints, in addition to dif-
ferences in bone lengths and proportions, corresponding to different
captured individuals. Thus,motion retargeting is necessary, not only
for transferring captured motion from one articulated character to
another, within the same MoCap setup, but also across different
setups. The latter is also essential for using data from multiple dif-
ferent motion datasets in order to train universal, setup-agnostic,
data-driven models, for various motion processing tasks.
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Deep neural networks, which revolutionized the state-of-the-art
for many computer vision tasks, leverage the regular grid represen-
tation of images and video, which is well suited for convolution and
pooling operations. Unlike images, skeletons of different charac-
ters exhibit irregular connectivity. Furthermore, the structure of a
skeleton is typically hierarchical. These differences suggest that the
existing operators commonly used in CNNs might not be the best
choice for analysis and synthesis of articulated motion.
In this paper, we introduce a new motion processing framework
consisting of a representation for motion of articulated skeletons,
designed for deep learning, and several differentiable operators,
including convolution, pooling and unpooling, that operate on this
representation. The operators are skeleton-aware, which means that
they explicitly account for the skeleton structure (hierarchy and
joint adjacency). These operators constitute the building blocks of a
new deep framework, where the shallower layers learn local, low-
level, correlations between joint rotations, and the deeper layers
learn higher-level correlation between body parts.
The proposed motion processing framework can be useful for
various motion analysis and synthesis learning based tasks. In this
work, we focus on the task of motion retargeting between skeletons
that have the same set of end-effectors, but might differ in the
number of joints along the kinematic chains from the root to these
end effectors. Such skeletons may be represented by homeomorphic
(topologically equivalent) graphs.
Although motion retargeting is a long-standing problem, cur-
rent approaches cannot automatically perform retargeting between
skeletons that differ in their structure or the number of joints [Vil-
legas et al. 2018]. In this scenario, correspondences between the
different skeletons should be manually specified, often resulting
in unavoidable retargeting errors. Animators must then manually
correct such errors by manipulating key frames, which is a highly
tedious process.
We treat the retargeting problem as a multimodal translation be-
tween unpaired domains, where each domain contains a collection
of motions performed by skeletons with different proportions and
bone lengths that share a specific skeletal structure (same set of
kinematic chains). Thus, all of the motions in a given domain may be
represented using the same graph. Different domains contain skele-
tons with different structure, i.e., represented by different graphs;
however, the graphs are assumed to be homeomorphic.
Previous work has demonstrated that multimodal unpaired image
translation tasks may be carried out effectively using a shared la-
tent space [Gonzalez-Garcia et al. 2018; Huang et al. 2018]. In these
works, same-sized images from different domains are embedded
in a shared space that represents, for example, the content of the
image, disentangled from its style. On images, such an embedding is
straightforward to carry out using standard convolution and pooling
operators; however, this is not the case for skeletons with different
structures. In this work, we utilize our skeleton-aware motion pro-
cessing framework, in particular skeletal pooling, to embed motions
performed by different skeletons into a shared latent domain space.
Our key idea exploits the fact that different, yet homeomorphic,
skeletons may be reduced to a common primal skeleton, which may
be viewed as the common ancestor of all the different skeletons
in the training data, by merging pairs of adjacent edges/armatures.
Through interleaving of skeletal convolution and pooling layers,
the shared latent space consists of a collection of deep temporal
features, associated with the joints of the primal skeleton. The latent
space is jointly learned by an encoder-decoder pair for each skeletal
structure (domain).
In addition, we exploit our deep motion representation to dis-
entangle the motion properties from the shape properties of the
skeleton, which allows us to perform motion retargeting using a
simple algorithm in our deep feature space. Similarly to the raw,
low-level, representation of motion, which consists of static (joint
offsets) and dynamic (joint rotations) components, our deep mo-
tion features are also split into static and dynamic parts. However,
in the raw input motion, the two components are strongly cou-
pled: a specific sequence of joint rotations is bound to a specific
bone length and skeleton structure. In contrast, our encoders learn
to decouple them: the dynamic part of the latent code becomes
skeleton-agnostic, while the static one corresponds to the common
primal skeleton. This property of the latent space makes it possible
to retarget motion from skeleton A to skeleton B simply by feeding
the latent code produced by the encoder of A into the decoder of B.
In summary, our two main contributions in this work are:
(1) A new motion processing framework that consists of a deep
motion representation and differentiable skeleton-aware con-
volution, pooling, and unpooling operators.
(2) A new architecture for unpaired motion retargeting between
topologically equivalent skeletons that may have different
number of joints.
In addition to presenting the first automatic method for retarget-
ing between skeletons with different structure, without any paired
examples, we also demonstrate the effectiveness of our new deep
motion processing framework for motion denoising (Section 4.4).
We evaluate our motion retargeting approach and compare it to ex-
isting approaches in Section 6. A synthetic dataset, which contains
pairs of motions applied to different skeletons, is used to perform a
quantitative evaluation of our method.
2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Motion Retargeting
In their pioneering work, Gleicher et al. [1998] tackled character
motion retargeting by formulating a spacetime optimization prob-
lem with kinematic constraints, and solving it for the entire motion
sequence. Lee and Shin [1999] explored a different approach, which
first applies inverse kinematics (IK) at each frame to satisfy con-
straints, and then smooths the resulting motion by fitting multilevel
B-spline curves. The online retargeting method of Choi and Ko
[2000] performs IK at each frame and computes the change in joint
angles corresponding to the change in end-effector positions, while
ensuring that the high-frequency details of the original motion are
well preserved. In their physically-based motion retargeting filter,
Tak and Ko [2005] make use of dynamics constraints to achieve
physically plausible motions. Feng et al. [2012] proposed heuristics
that can map arbitrary joints to canonical ones, and describe an
algorithm that enables to instill a set of behaviors onto an arbitrary
humanoid skeleton.
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Classical motion retargeting approaches, such as the one men-
tioned above, rely on optimization with hand-crafted kinematic con-
straints for particular motions, and involve simplifying assumptions.
Increased availability of captured motion data has made data-driven
approaches more attractive. Delhaisse et al. [2017] describe amethod
for transferring the learnt latent representation of motions from
one robot to another. Jang et al. [2018] train a deep autoencoder,
whose latent space is optimized to create the desired change in bone
lengths. These methods require paired training data.
Inspired by methods for unpaired image-to-image translation
[Zhu et al. 2017], Villegas et al. [2018] propose a recurrent neural
network architecture with a Forward Kinematics layer and cycle
consistency based adversarial training objective for motion retar-
geting using unpaired training data. Lim et al. [2019] report better
results for the unpaired setting by learning to disentangle pose and
movement. Aberman et al. [2019] disentangle 2D human motion
extracted from video into character-agnostic motion, view angle
and skeleton, enabling retargeting of 2D motion while bypassing
3D reconstruction. All of these data-driven methods assume that
the source and target articulated structures are the same.
Several works have explored retargeting human motion data to
non-humanoid characters [Seol et al. 2013; Yamane et al. 2010]. In
this scenario, the source and target skeletons may differ greatly
from each other, however, the above approaches require captured
motions of a human subject acting in the style of the target character.
It is also necessary to select a few key poses from the captured
motion sequence and match them to corresponding character poses
[Yamane et al. 2010], or pair together corresponding motions [Seol
et al. 2013], in order to learn the mapping. Celikcan et al. [2015]
retarget human motion to arbitrary mesh models, rather than to
skeletons. Similarly to the aforementioned approaches, learning
such a mapping requires a number of pose-to-pose correspondences.
Abdul-Massih et al. [2017] argue that the motion style of a char-
acter may be represented by the motions of groups of body parts
(GBPs). Thus, motion style retargeting may be done across skeleton
structures by establishing a correspondence between GBPs, followed
by constrained optimization to preserve the original motion. This
requires defining the GBPs and the correspondence between them
for each pair of characters.
Another loosely related problem is that of mesh deformation
transfer. Earlier works, e.g., [Baran et al. 2009; Sumner and Popović
2004] require multiple correspondences between the meshes. The
recent method of Gao et al. [2018] uses unpaired datasets to train a
VAE-CycleGAN that learns a mapping between shape spaces. We
also leverage adversarial training to avoid the need for paired data or
correspondences, but the setting of our work is somewhat different,
since we deal with temporal sequences of hierarchical articulated
structures (the skeletons), rather than meshes.
2.2 Neural Motion Processing
Holden et al. [2016; 2015] were among the first to apply CNNs to 3D
character animation. Motion is represented as a temporal sequence
of 3D joint positions, and convolution kernels are local along the
temporal dimension, but global in the joints dimension (the support
includes all of the skeleton’s joints). Thus, joint connectivity and
the hierarchical structure of the skeleton are ignored.
Furthermore, representingmotion using 3D joint positions doesn’t
fully describe motion, and requires IK to extract an animation. Pavllo
et al. [2019] proposed QuaterNet, which processes joint rotations
(quaternions), but performs forward kinematics on a skeleton to
penalize joint positions, rather then angle errors. However, convo-
lutional features extracted from joint rotations alone cannot fully
capture 3D motion, since the same set of joint quaternions results
in different poses when applied to different skeletons.
Since the skeleton of an articulated character may be represented
as a graph, one might consider using graph convolutional networks
(GCNs) to process motion data. In such networks, convolution fil-
ters are applied directly on graph nodes and their neighbors (e.g.,
[Bruna et al. 2013; Niepert et al. 2016]). Yan et al. [2018] propose a
spatial-temporal GCN (ST-GCN) for skeleton-based action recogni-
tion, where spatial convolution filters are applied to the 1-neighbors
of each node in the skeleton, and temporal convolution is applied
on successive positions of each joint in time. In this approach, no
pooling takes place in the spatial dimension, but only in the tem-
poral one. Furthermore, the set of 1-neighbors of each node is split
into several sets, according to a hand-crafted strategy, in order to
assign each set with a learnable convolution weight. Ci et al. [2019]
apply a Locally Connected Network (LCN), which generalizes both
fully connected networks and GCNs, to tackle 3D pose estimation.
This work does not address processing of 3D motion.
Another option, which is not convolution-based, is to perform
learning on spatio-temporal graphs using deep RNNs [Jain et al.
2015]. Wang et al. [2019] propose a spatio-temporal RNN, where
the skeletons are encoded into a latent space using a hierarchical
neural network on the skeleton graph structure. The hierarchy is
hand-crafted, while the weights of the fully-connected layers that
merge different nodes together are learned. Thus, neither skeleton
convolution, nor skeleton pooling takes place. The goals of this
approach are also different from ours (prediction of motion, rather
than its retargeting).
3 OVERVIEW
Our goal is to cope with the task of motion retargeting between
skeletons that may have different structure, but are topologically
equivalent. The key idea is to exploit the fact that topologically
equivalent skeletons may be represented by homeomorphic graphs.
A pair of such graphs may be reduced into a commonminimal graph
by eliminating nodes of degree 2 along linear branches, as illustrated
in Figure 2. We refer to the skeleton represented by the reduced
common graph as the primal skeleton.
This observation suggests encoding motions performed by dif-
ferent homeomorphic skeletons into a deep representation that is
independent of the original skeletal structure or bone proportions.
The resulting latent space is thus common to motions performed by
skeletons with different structure, and we use it to learn data-driven
motion retargeting, without requiring any paired training data. The
retargeting process, depicted in Figure 3, uses an encoder EA trained
on a domain of motions, performed by skeletons with the same struc-
ture, to encode the source motion into the common latent space.
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Fig. 2. Pooling to the primal skeleton. Our pooling operator removes nodes
of degree two (green points) and merges their adjacent edges. After a few
pooling steps the skeletal structures of different, topologically equivalent,
skeletons are reduced into a common primal skeleton.
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Fig. 3. Unpaired cross-structural motion retargeting. Our architecture en-
codes motions of different homeomorphic skeletons into a shared deep
latent space, corresponding to a common primal skeleton. This representa-
tion can then be decoded into motions performed by skeletons within the
same domain (intra-structural retargeting) or from another homeomorphic
domain (cross-structural retargeting).
From this space, the latent representation may be decoded into a
motion performed by a target skeleton. The target skeleton might
have the same structure, but different bone lengths, in which case
the decoding is done by a decoder DA, trained on the same domain.
However, using a decoder DB trained on a different domain, the
motion may also be retargeted across different skeletal structures.
In order to implement the approach outlined above, we introduce
a new deep motion processing framework, consisting of two novel
components:
(1)DeepMotionRepresentation.We represent amotion sequence
as a temporal set of armatures that constitute a graph, where each
armature is represented by a dynamic, time-dependent, feature
vector (usually referred to as joint rotation) as well as a static,
time-independent one (usually referred to as offset), as depicted
in Figure 4. The static-dynamic structure is a common low-level rep-
resentation in character animation, which our framework preserves
along the processing chain. Specifically, we use two branches (static
and dynamic) that convert the low-level information into a deep,
static-dynamic representation of motion features.
(2) Deep Skeletal Operators. We define new differential opera-
tors that can be applied to animated skeletons. The operators are
skeleton-aware, namely, the skeletal structure (hierarchy and joint
adjacency) is considered by the operators. Concatenating these op-
erators into an optimizable neural network enables the learning of
deep temporal features that represent low-level, local joint correla-
tions in shallow layers and high-level, global body part correlations
in deeper layers.
Our motion processing framework, including the new represen-
tation and the skeleton-aware operators, is described in Section 4,
while the architecture and loss functions that enable data-driven
cross-structural motion retargeting are described in Section 5.
4 SKELETON-AWARE DEEP MOTION PROCESSING
Below we describe our motion processing framework, which con-
sists of our motion representation, as well as our new skeletal con-
volution, pooling, and unpooling operators.
4.1 Motion Representation
Our motion representation for articulated characters is illustrated
in Figure 4. A motion sequence of length T is described by a static
component S ∈ RJ×S and a dynamic one Q ∈ RT×J×Q , where J is
the number of armatures, and S and Q are the dimensions of the
static and the dynamic features, respectively (typically, S = 3 and
Q = 4).
The static component S consists of a set of offsets (3D vectors),
which describe the skeleton in some arbitrary initial pose, while
the dynamic component Q specifies the temporal sequences of ro-
tations of each joint (relative to its parent’s coordinate frame in
the kinematic chain), represented by unit quaternions. The root
joint R ∈ RT×(S+Q ) is represented separately from the J armatures
(its children), as a sequence of global translations and rotations
(orientations).
The skeleton structure is represented by a tree graph whose nodes
correspond to joints and end-effectors, while the edges correspond
to armatures, as illustrated in Figure 4. Thus, for a skeleton with J ar-
matures, the graph has J+1 nodes. Connectivity is determined by the
kinematic chains (the paths from the root joint to the end-effectors)
and expressed by adjacency lists Nd = {Nd1 ,Nd2 , . . . ,NdJ }, where
Ndi denotes the edges whose distance in the tree is equal or less
than d from the i-th edge (see Figure 4).
4.2 Skeletal Convolution
We process motion in two parallel branches: a dynamic branch,
which yields time-dependent deep features, and a static branch,
which produces static deep features. Both branches share the prop-
erty that their convolution kernels consider the skeleton structure
to compute local features across armatures, as illustrated in Figure 5.
The dynamic branch performs skeleto-temporal convolutions, us-
ing kernels with local support both along the armature and the
temporal axes, as illustrated in Figure 6. Note that while kernels
across the time axis are temporally-invariant (namely, the kernel
weights are shared along time), they are not shared across different
armatures. This is due to the fact that different body parts move in
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Fig. 4. We represent a motion clip (with temporal lengthT ) of an articulated
character by a set of J armatures (middle), each described by a static S (cyan)
and a dynamic Q (red) feature vector. Additionally, we store a sequence of
global root positions and orientations R (blue). The skeleton is represented
as a graph (right), where each edge i corresponds to an armature with an
adjacency list Ndi , defined based on the kinematic chain.
different patterns; thus, the extracted features in each part might
be unique. For instance, it is plausible to expect that the features
extracted by kernels that are centered at the spine joint might be
different than those centered at the knee.
Since motion is fully described by a combination of static and
dynamic features, it is important for the convolution kernels to
consider both components during computation. Thus, we tile the
static representation S along the temporal axis and concatenate the
result to Q along the channels axis, to yieldM ∈ RT×J×(Q+S ).
In practice, a skeleto-temporal convolution in the dynamic branch
with local support d is applied at every armature via
Qˆi =
1
|Ndi |
∑
j ∈Ndi
Mj ∗Wij + bij , (1)
whereMj ∈ RT×(Q+S ) represents the features of the j-th armature,
Wij ∈ Rk×(Q+S )×K and bij ∈ RK areK learned filters with temporal
support k , and ∗ denotes a temporal, one dimensional convolution.
Note that the number of armatures before and after convolution is
preserved. Figure 6 illustrates two skeletal convolution kernels (red
and blue), where each is applied to a different group of neighbor
armatures.
In contrast to the dynamic branch, the static branch takes only
the static feature matrix S as input, while ignoring the dynamic part.
This is a choice that we make to ensure that the static components
of the resulting deep feature spaces depend only on the structure
of the skeleton and not on any particular motion. Thus, the static
convolution operator may be viewed as a special case of the dynamic
one in (1), with Q = 0 (i.e., S input channels), T = 1 and k = 1. In
practice, this is a matrix multiplication operator.
Both the static and the dynamic branches share the connectivity
mapNd , which enables us to recursively apply skeletal convolution
to motion sequences while maintaining dimensional and semantic
consistency between the branches.
Note that the root, which is treated as a special armature (with two
dynamic parts: global positions and global rotations, is convolved
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Fig. 5. Our framework performs skeletal convolution, activation, and skele-
tal pooling using blocks consisting of two parallel branches, dynamic and
static. The dynamic branch takes tiled and concatenated static features as
part of the input to its skeleto-temporal convolution layer. The static branch
operates only on the static features.
Convolution Pooling
J
T
Q + S
Fig. 6. Skeletal Convolution and Pooling. The skeleto-temporal convolution
kernels (e.g., blue and purple) have local support. Support is contiguous along
the time axis; for armatures, the support of each kernel is dictated by the
connectivity map and the distance (d=1) to the armature at which the kernel
is “centered” (shown filled in the left skeleton). Weights along the time axis
are temporally-invariant, but they are not shared across different armatures.
The right skeleton shows the result of topology-preserving skeletal pooling
that merges features of pairs of consecutive armatures into single ones.
by a kernel whose support contains the closest armatures (up to
distance d), as well as the end effectors. The support is chosen in
this manner due to the existing low-level correlation between the
global root motion to the local motion of end effectors, as can be
clearly observed during running and walking, for example. This
connection enables the global information to be injected into the
dynamic features of deeper layers.
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4.3 Topology Preserving Skeletal Pooling
In order to enable our skeleton-aware network to learn higher level,
deep skeleto-temporal features, we next define pooling over arma-
tures, which is inspired by the MeshCNN framework [Hanocka et al.
2019], which merges mesh edges, while pooling their deep features.
In general, pooling encourages the network to learn an efficient
basis (kernels) that enables it to extract features of lower dimen-
sion, which are optimized to satisfy a specified loss function. For
pooling on regular data such as temporal signals or images, adja-
cency is inherently implied by the signal structure, and the kernel
size determines the pooling region. In that case, the features in the
corresponding region are merged (usually by averaging or taking
the maximum) into a smaller uniform grid, where adjacency is also
well-defined.
There are various ways to define pooling on armatures. Our
pooling is topology-preserving, meaning that the pooled skeleton
(graph), which contains fewer armatures (edges), is homeomorphic,
to the input one. Specifically, our pooling operator removes nodes
of degree 2, by merging the features of their adjacent edges. This
definition is motivated in the next section.
Pooling is applied to skeletal branches with a consecutive se-
quence of edges that connect nodes of degree 2, where the pooling
regions are disjoint sets of edges {P1, P2, . . . , P J˜ }, whose size is not
larger than p. A sequence of N edges will be split into ⌊ Np ⌋ sets
of p edges and another set of size N − p⌊ Np ⌋, in the case that N is
not divisible by p. We select the remainder set to be the one that is
closest to the root. In practice, since sequential branches in human
skeletons are short, we consistently use p = 2.
The skeletal pooling is applied to both the static and dynamic
feature activations, and formally given by
Sˆi = pool{Sj | j ∈ Pi } and Qˆi = pool{Qj | j ∈ Pi }, (2)
where pool can be either max or average. The skeletal pooling
operator over the armature axis is illustrated in Figure 6. It can
be seen, for example, that the sequential branch from the neck to
the head (marked in red), which contains two armatures is pooled
into a single armature in the resulting skeleton. Our pooling can be
intuitively interpreted as an operation that enables the network to
learn a deep skeleton, with fewer armatures, which approximates
the motion of the original skeleton. Note that in the dynamic branch
a standard downsampling is also additionally applied to the temporal
axis.
Unpooling. The unpooling operator is the counterpart of pooling,
increasing the resolution of the feature activations without increas-
ing the information. In our case, unpooling is performed based on
the recorded structure of the prior pooled skeleton. We expand the
number of edges (armatures) by copying the feature activations of
each edge that is originated by a merging of two edges in the cor-
responding pooling step. Since unpooling does not have learnable
parameters, it is usually combined with convolutions to recover the
original resolution lost in the pooling operation. Note that in the
dynamic branch standard upsampling is additionally applied to the
temporal axis.
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Fig. 7. An autoencoder with two skeletal blocks in the encoder and in
the decoder. The static features are encoded and concatenated into both
downsampling and upsampling blocks.
4.4 Evaluation
Our framework can be useful for various learning-based motion
processing tasks. We next evaluate the building blocks of our frame-
work against those proposed by Holden et al. [2016], who introduced
a deep learning framework for motion editing. Their building blocks
consist of standard 1D temporal convolutions, with a full support
over the channel (joint) axis and pooling operators which are per-
formed only on the temporal axis.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the two frameworks, we
implemented two autoencoders, which share the same number of
components and type of layers. In the first, we used the standard
convolution and pooling proposed Holden et al. [2016], while in the
second we used our skeleton-aware operators. Figure 7 depicts a
diagram of our autoencoder, that contains a set of static and dynamic
encoders (EQ and EC , respectively), and a decoder D. Details about
the number of input/output channels in each layer are given in the
Appendix A.
Both autoencoders are trained with a single reconstruction loss
(ℓ2 norm), using our dataset described in Section 6.
For a fair comparison, both autoencoders were trained on joint
rotations, represented by unit quaternions (although in the original
paper, Holden et al. [2016] use joint positions to represent motion).
However, in order to avoid error accumulation along the kinematic
chains, the reconstruction loss is applied to the corresponding joint
positions, obtained from the rotations by forward kinematics (FK).
During training, each of the autoencoders learns a latent space
that represents a motion manifold: a continuous space of natural
motions; thus, motion denoising can be performed by simply pro-
jecting a noisy motion onto the manifold, using the trained encoder,
and then decoding it back to space-time.
We evaluate the performance of the autoencoders by measuring
the reconstruction (ℓ2 loss) on a test set of unseen motions, where
the inputs are injected with two types of noise: (i) White Gaussian
noise (µ = 0, σ = 0.01) (2) random zeros: we randomly select pairs
of joints and frames and overwrite the existing values with zeros
(simulating MoCap glitches).
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Input Holden [2016] Ours
Fig. 8. Motion denoising performance comparison. We compare our
skeleton-aware operators to the operators used by Holden et al. [2016].
Input (left), Holden et al. [2016] (middle), ours (right). Ground truth is
overlaid (green skeleton).
Table 1. Quantitative comparison between ourmethod and that of Holden et
al. [2016] on a denoising task, where two different types of noise are applied
to the inputs. We report the average error over all joints and all motions,
normalized by the skeleton’s height (multiplied by 103, for clarity).
Holden et al. [2016] Ours
White noise 1.08 0.74
Random zeros 1.08 0.81
Figure 8 shows frames extracted from the video sequences that
can be found in the supplementary material, and Table 1 reports a
quantitative comparison between the methods. It can be seen that
our skeleton-aware operators achieve better performance for both
noise types. As can be observed in the video, our results demonstrate
smaller local errors in joint positions and also better global positions,
as well as stability. The conventional operators ignore the skeleton
structure, while ours pool and compress the information in a more
structured manner.
5 CROSS-STRUCTURAL MOTION RETARGETING
Motion retargeting is not a precisely defined task. When a source
motion is manually retargeted by animators to a target character,
they usually attempt to achieve two main goals: first, the resulting
motion should appear natural and visually plausible for the target
character, while closely resembling the original source motion. Sec-
ond, that joint positions satisfy perceptually sensitive constraints,
such as foot and hand contact, typically achieved by applying IK
optimization. Below, we explain how our framework enables unsu-
pervised retargeting that follows the aforementioned rules.
5.1 Problem Setting
We formulate motion retargeting as an unpaired cross-domain trans-
lation task. Specifically, let MA andMB denote two motion do-
mains, where the motions in each domain are performed by skele-
tons with the same skeletal structure (SA and SB , respectively), but
may have different bone lengths and proportions. This formulation
fits existing public MoCap datasets, where each dataset contains
different characters that share the skeletal structure and performing
various motions. It is further assumed that a homeomorphism exists
between the skeletal structures of SA and SB . Note that the do-
mains are unpaired, which means that there are no explicit pairs of
motions (performed by different skeletons) across the two domains.
Let each motion i ∈ MA be represented by the pair (SA,QiA),
where SA ∈ SA is the set of skeleton offsets and QiA are the joint
rotations, as described in Section 4.1. Given the offsets of a target
skeleton SB ∈ SB , our goal is to map (SA,QiA) into a retargeted set
of rotations Q˜iB that describe the motion as it should be performed
by SB . Formally, we seek a data-driven mapping GA→B
GA→B
(
(SA,QiA) ∈ MA, SB ∈ SB
)
→ (SB , Q˜iB ) (3)
In our settings, the translation mapping GA→B is learned concur-
rently with the mapping GB→A.
5.2 Network Architecture
Our architecture consists of encoders, decoders and discriminators,
with an individual combination of an encoder Em = [EQm ,ESm], a
decoder Dm , and a discriminator Cm is trained for each domain
Mm , m ∈ {A,B}. Here, EQm is the dynamic encoder and ESm is the
static one, as shown in Figure 7. Also, see Figure 9(a), which shows
a higher level view of the information flow in our network.
Having trained the aforementioned components for each motion
domain, the desired mapping GA→B is obtained, at test time, by us-
ing the decoder DB to combine the dynamic motion representation
produced by EQA with the static representation produced by E
B
S , as
depicted in Figure 9(b). This is possible, since our encoders produce
a deep encoding of motion, which is independent of the original
skeletal properties, and the shared latent space is associated with
a common primal skeletal structure. In other words, the encoders
disentangle the low-level, correlated dynamic and static parame-
ters, and the retargeting can be simply performed using their deep,
disentangled representation.
Below, we describe the different losses used to train our network,
also depicted in Figure 9(a). For simplicity, we denote the encoded
dynamic features by Q¯iA = E
Q
A (Q
i
A, SA), Q¯
i
B = E
Q
B (Q
i
B , SB ), and
denote the set of static deep features, coupled with the input skele-
ton, by S¯A = {ESA(SA), SA}, S¯B = {ESB (SB ), SB }. The latter notation
simplifies the equations since the dynamic encoders and decoders
receive the input skeleton as well as a set of deep skeletal features
(which are concatenated along their deep layers), as can be seen
in Figure 7. Note that our loss terms are described only for one
direction (A → B). The symmetric term is obtained by swapping
the roles of A and B.
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DB
EQA
CBE
Q
B
DA
ESA
ESB
Lrec
Lltc
Ladv
Lee
SA
SB
Q˜iB
Q˜iA
CA
SB
SA
QiA
Training time
(a)
DB
EQA
ESA
ESB
SA
SB
Q˜iB
QiA
Test time
(b)
Fig. 9. Our cross-structural retargeting architecture. (a) Training time: Dy-
namic and static features from domain A, (SA, QiA), are encoded by E
Q
A
and ESA , respectively. Reconstruction by decoder DA is enforced via Lrec.
Cross-structural motion translation is achieved by feeding the output of EQA
and ESB into DB and applying the end effectors loss, Lee, along with latent
consistency loss Llts between the original latent representation produced
by EQA and that of the translated motion by E
Q
B . (b) Test time: Retargeting
is performed by using DB to combine motion encoded by E
Q
A with skeletal
features encoded by ESB . Note that the diagrams describe only A → B
retargeting, while in practice the training is symmetric.
Reconstruction Loss. To train an auto encoder
(
[EQA ,E
S
A],DA
)
for
motions in the same domain, we employ a standard reconstruction
loss over the joint rotations and joint positions
Lrec = E(SA,QiA)∼MA
[ (DA(Q¯iA, S¯A), SA) − QiA2] (4)
+ E(SA,QiA)∼MA
[ FK(DA(Q¯iA, S¯A), SA) − PiA2] , (5)
where FK is a forward kinematic operator that returns the joint
positions (given rotations and a skeleton) and PiA = FK(Q
i
A, SA) are
the joint positions of the input character. Note that the positions
are normalized by the height (feet to head) of the character. The
presence of the loss over the joint positions prevents accumulaiton
of error along the kinematic chain [Pavllo et al. 2019].
Latent Consistency Loss. As mentioned earlier, our skeletal pool-
ing operator enables embedding motions of homeomorphic skele-
tons into a common deep primal skeleton latent space, by pooling
the features of consecutive armatures, as illustrated in Figure 2.
Embedding samples from different domains in a shared latent
space has proved to be efficient for multimodal image translation
tasks [Gonzalez-Garcia et al. 2018; Huang et al. 2018]. Constraints
may be applied directly on this intermediate representation, facilitat-
ing disentanglement. Inspired by this, we apply a latent consistency
loss to the shared representation to ensure that the retargeted mo-
tion Q˜iB retains the same dynamic features as the original clip:
Lltc = E(SA,QiA)∼MA
[ EQB (Q˜iB , S¯B ) − EQA (QiA, S¯A)1] , (6)
where ∥·∥1 is the L1 norm.
Adversarial Loss. Since our data is unpaired, the retargeted mo-
tion has no ground truth to be compared with. Thus, we use an
adversarial loss, where a discriminator CB assesses whether or not
the decoded temporal set of rotations Q˜iB appears to be a plausible
motion for skeleton SB :
Ladv = Ei∼MA
[∥CB (Q˜iB , S¯B )∥2] + Ej∼MB [∥1 −CB (QjB , S¯B )∥2] .
(7)
As in other generative adversarial networks, the discriminator CB
is trained using the motions inMB as the real examples, and the
output of GA→B as the fake ones.
End-Effectors Loss. While homeomorphic skeletons may differ in
the number of joints, they share the same set of end-effectors. We
exploit this property to require that the end-effectors of the original
and the retargeted skeleton have the same normalized velocity. The
normalization is required since velocities may be at different scales
for different characters. This requirement is particularly helpful to
avoid common retargeting artifacts, such as foot sliding; frames
with zero foot velocity in the input motion should result in zero foot
velocity in the retargeted motion. This is formulated by
Lee = Ei∼MA
∑
e ∈E
V iAehAe − V
i
Be
hBe
2 , (8)
where V iAe and V
i
Be
are the magnitudes of the velocity of the e-th
end-effector of skeletons SA and SB , respectively, while performing
motion i , E is the set of end-effectors, and hAe ,hBe are the lengths
of the kinematic chains from the root to the end-effector e , in each
of the skeletons SA and SB .
Although our end-effectors loss significantly mitigates foot slid-
ing artifacts, we further clean foot contact using standard Inverse
Kinematics (IK) optimization. The cleanup is fully automatic: we
extract binary foot contact labels from the motion input sequence,
and apply IK to enforce foot contact by fixing the position of the
foot to the average position along contact time slots. The effects of
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our end-effectors loss and the IK-based cleanup, are demonstrated
in supplementary video.
The full loss used for training combines the above loss terms:
L = Lrec + λltcLltc + λadvLadv + λeeLee (9)
where λltc = 1, λadv = 0.25, λee = 2.
6 EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS
In this section we evaluate our results, compare them to other re-
targeting methods, and demonstrate the efficiency of various com-
ponents in our framework. In order to qualitatively evaluate our
results, please refer to the supplementary video.
6.1 Implementation Details
Our motion processing framework is implemented in PyTorch, and
the experiments are performed on a PC equipped by an NVIDIA
GeForce GTX Titan Xp GPU (12 GB) and Intel Core i7-695X/3.0GHz
CPU (16 GB RAM). We optimize the parameters of our network,
with the loss term in (9), using the Adam optimizer [Kingma and Ba
2014]. Training our skeleton-aware network takes about 22 hours
(around 5000 epochs), however, the performance can be improved
with a parallel implementation of our operators.
In order to evaluate our method, we construct a dataset with 2400
motion sequences, performed by 29 distinct characters, from the
Mixamo 3D characters collection [Adobe Systems Inc. 2018]. For
each motion, we randomly choose a single character to perform it,
to ensure that our dataset contains no motion pairs. Furthermore,
to enable training the network in batches, motions are trimmed into
fixed temporal windows with T = 64 frames each. However, note
that our network is fully-convolutional, so there is no limitation on
the length of the temporal sequence at test time.
The characters can be divided into two groups, A and B, each
containing skeletons with similar structure but different body pro-
portions. This configuration fits our problem setting and also enables
us to quantitatively evaluate our method against a ground truth.
Note that due to imbalance in the Mixamo character collection,
group A contains 24 characters, while group B contains only 5 (the
characters in group B are the only characters with this skeletal
structure in the original dataset). Our framework assumes that all
of the characters contain 5 main limbs (2 hands, 2 feet, and head),
thus, we clip the fingers of the Mixamo characters.
6.2 Intra-Structural Retargeting
Our framework can be used also for retargeting of skeletons with the
same structure, but different proportions, where a single translator
(encoder-decoder) is used to perform the task. In this experiment we
compare our method to other methods that perform intra-structural
retargeting. We use group A to train the network on 20 characters
and test it on 4 (unseen) ones.
The first method we compare to is Neural Kinematic Networks
(NKN) of Villegas et al. [2018], a recurrent neural network architec-
ture with a Forward Kinematics layer to cope with intra-structural
motion retargeting. Another state-of-the-art method we compare
to is PMnet, by Lim et al. [2019], which uses a two-branch CNN to
perform unsupervised motion retargeting for skeletons with similar
structures. In addition, since retargeting in our settings corresponds
to an unpaired translation, we also compare to a naive adaptation
of CycleGAN [Zhu et al. 2017] to the motion domain. In this imple-
mentation, each of the domains contains a set of motions that are
performed by a distinct character. Two generators and two discrim-
inators (each consisting of a set of 1D temporal convolutions) are
trained to translate motions between two domains. An adversarial
loss and a cycle consistency loss are used to perform the training.
We train such a system for each pair of characters (domains). Each
motion is represented as a temporal set of joint rotations (static
information is not considered, since there is a single skeleton in
each domain). Note that (by definition) the characters are seen,
thus, no unseen evaluation is performed on this network. The full
implementation details are described in the Appendix A.
Figure 10 shows a few frames from the comparison, which is
included in the supplementary video. It can be seen that our results
(right column) are more stable than those of the other methods and
aligned better with the ground truth (a green skeleton, overlaid on
top of each output), in terms of global positioning and local errors
of joints.
Another naive baseline for motion retargeting is obtained by
simply using the unmodified joint rotations of the source motion
with the target skeleton. In practice, in IK based intra-structure
retargeting, the source rotations are used to initialize the optimized
rotation values, which are then tuned based on contact constraints
that depends on the content of the motion. In the cross-structural
setting, where there is no one-to-one joint correspondence, the
mapping is defined manually, which causes unavoidable retargeting
errors (due tomissing corresponding joints), that should bemanually
corrected.
Since in both cases, manual intervention is required (specifying
motion-dependent constraints and/or joint correspondence) this
baseline is not scalable. Thus, we use a naive copy of rotations as a
baseline instead, only for the intra-structural retargeting scenario.
Table 2 presents a quantitative evaluation of the different methods
described above. Errors are measured by performing retargeting
on each pair in the test set (6 pairs totally) over all the N = 106
test motions and comparing to the ground truth, available from the
original Mixamo dataset. Since (in the cross-structural case) we may
deal with a different number of joints (per domain) we calculate the
retargeting error of every target skeleton k , to all the others in the
test set C, as the average distance between joint positions, which is
given by
Ek = 1
N J (|C|−1)hk
∑
c ∈C,c ̸=k
N∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
∥P˜jik,c − P
j
ik ∥, (10)
where P˜jik,c denotes the j-th joint position of the retargeted mo-
tion sequence i that was originally performed by skeleton c and
transferred to skeleton k , hk is the height of skeleton k and P
j
ik
is the ground truth. The final error is calculated by averaging the
errors Ek for all the skeletons k ∈ C. The results reported in Table 2
demonstrate that our method outperforms the other approaches in
intra-structural retargeting.
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Input CycleGAN [2017] NKN [2018] Ours
Fig. 10. Intra-structure motion retargeting. Our method is compared to a naive adaptation of CycleGAN [Zhu et al. 2017] to the motion domain and to NKN
of Villegas et al. [2018]. The outputs are overlaid with the ground truth (green skeleton). It can be seen that our results are more stable and better aligned with
the ground truth. The full comparison can be seen in the supplementary video.
Table 2. Quantitative comparison between our method to the method of
Villegas et al. [2018], a naive adaptation of CycleGAN [2017] to unpaired
motion translation, and an ablation study to evaluate the various compo-
nents and loss terms in our framework. We report the average error over all
joints and all motions, normalized by the skeleton’s height (multiplied by
103, for clarity).
Intra-Structural Cross-Structural
Villegas et al. [2018] (NKN) 6.24 243
Lim et al. [2019] (PMnet) 5.72 N/A
CycleGAN [2017] adaptation 7.66 8.97
Copy rotations 8.86 N/A
Ours - conventional operators 3.95 3.56
Ours - no shared latent space 3.01 3.06
Ours - no Ladv 0.47 3.81
Ours - full approach 2.76 2.25
6.3 Cross-Structural Retargeting
We next compare our method in a cross-structural setting, between
the two groups A and B. In practice, group B originally contains an
extra joint in each leg, and another one in the neck (compared to
A), and we further increase the existing difference by adding more
joints (one in the spine, and one in each arm), by splitting each of
the affected offsets into two equal parts. Since group B contains
only 5 characters we use 4 of them to train the model and only 1 to
test, while in group A, we keep the same setup.
Since there are no existing methods that can cope with the task of
cross-strtucral retargeting in a fully automatic manner, we naively
adapt previous approaches to support a cross-structural setup. Here,
we use again the CycleGAN [Zhu et al. 2017] motion translator, but
modify the number of input and output channels in each translator
to match the number of joints in each domain, as well as the number
of input channels of the discriminators accordingly.
In the case of NKN [Villegas et al. 2018], which uses same-structure
skeletons (single domain), we modified the original implementation,
to support two different domains. However, since the number of
joints is different between the domains, NKN’s reconstruction loss
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had to be removed. In addition, since the domains have different di-
mensions, the two networks (A→ B, A→ B) cannot share weights,
so they had to be trained separately.
Both the qualitative results in the supplementary video (see ex-
tracted frames in Figure 11), and the quantitative comparison in
Table 2, show that our method outperforms these two alternatives.
It can be seen that our cross-structural error is, in fact, lower than
the intra-structural one, which might come as a surprise; this is due
to the fact that the set in group B is much smaller, with smaller dif-
ferences in their body proportions, making the single test character
closer to the ones seen during training.
As our comparison shows, the reconstruction loss in NKN [Vil-
legas et al. 2018] plays a key role in the good performance that
the original system achieves for intra-structural retargeting, and
without this loss term, the quality of their results is significantly
degraded.
Special Characters. In the supplementary video we demonstrate a
few examples of characters with special properties, like asymmetric
limbs (missing bone in the leg or arm, see Figure 12), and a char-
acter with an extra bone in each arm (see Figure 13). Since each of
them has a unique skeletal structure, no other skeletons belong to
their domain. Thus, in order to perform motion retargeting to other
skeletons, we train a special model for each of the examples which
translates skeletons from group A to the specific skeleton (and vice
versa). It can be seen that our model can learn to retarget skeletons
with various structures, as long as they are homeomorphic, includ-
ing non-trivial motions like clapping hands (see Figure 13), which is
a very challenging motion to retarget, especially when the lengths of
the arms of the source and target skeletons are different. In general,
in order to retarget such a motion, the user must manually specify
the contact time-positions, and to solve an IK optimization with
rotations that are initialized to the rotations of the source character.
In the example that appears in the supplementary video, it may be
seen that the initial solution achieved by copying the rotations is
not satisfactory (due to a missing joint correspondence).
6.4 Ablation Study
In this part we evaluate the impact on performance of our operators,
shared latent space, and the various loss terms. The results are re-
ported in Table 2 and demonstrated some parts in the supplementary
video.
Skeleton-Aware Operators. To evaluate the effectiveness of our
skeleton-aware operators within the retargeting framework, we
perform a comparison where all of them are replaced by conven-
tional ones. The skeletal-convolution is replaced by a standard 1D
convolution with a full support over the channels (joints) axis, and
the skeletal pooling and unpooling are discarded and upsampling
and downsampling is performed only on the temporal axis. In order
to still support the structure of a shared latent space, we simply
modify the number of output and input channels in each encoder
and decoder, respectively, such that both autoencoders share the
same latent space size, which equals to the one in the original system
(see Appendix A for more details).
As reported in Table 2, although the conventional operators are
inferior to the skeleton-aware ones, they still outperform the base-
lines. We attribute this to the fact that in our approach the latent
space is structured. Thanks to the local armature support of our
skeletal convolutions, different kinematic chains are encoded into
distinct parts in the latent representation, from which they can be
decoded into the target chains by different decoders. For example,
an arm with 2 bones and an arm with 3-bones, will be encoded into
the same set of channels in the shared representation, and decoded
by the relevant encoder.
Shared Latent Space. In this experiment we retrain our framework
without a shared latent space. This is done by replacing the latent
consistency loss Lltc with a full cycle consistency loss on the input.
The results in Table 2 show that the performance of this variant
is worse. Without a shared latent space the encoder-decoder can
be interpreted as a general translator that translate motion from
one domain to another. While this might work well enough for
unimodal tasks (where each source point can bemapped into a single
target point), multimodal tasks stand more to gain from having a
shared latent domain, as already demonstrated in multimodal image
translation tasks, e.g., [Huang et al. 2018].
Adversarial Loss. In this experiment we discard the adversarial
loss Ladv and retrain our network. It can be seen that in the intra-
structural setting omitting the adversarial loss actually improves
performance, while in the cross-structural retargeting this is not the
case. The main reason, in our opinion, is that intra-structural retar-
geting is a simpler task, where reasonable results may be achieved
by copying the rotations and constraining end-effectors. Similarly,
the network can easily learn a simple mapping that copies the input
rotation values and tunes them using the end-effectors loss, and
achieve good results in this manner.
In contrast, in a cross-structural setting, when the joint corre-
spondence between the two domains is not well defined, Ladv is
necessary to assist the network in learning how to transfer motions
between the two domains.
End-Effectors Loss. In this experiment we show the effectiveness
of our end-effectors loss, by discarding Lee and retraining our net-
work. It is well known that deep networks for character animation,
which are not physically-based may output motions with severe
foot-sliding artifacts [Holden et al. 2016], where the main cause is
the natural smoothness of the temporal filters and rotation errors
that are accumulated along the kinematic chains.
Without Lee, when no special attention is given to end-effectors,
artifacts can be clearly observed in the outputs (see the supplemen-
tary video). The foot positions at contact times are characterized by
large errors, which appear like slides. However, when the model is
trained with our end-effectors loss, the large errors are mitigated
and converted to subtle motions with high-frequency that are con-
centrated at a fixed point during contact time. These errors, which
are less perceptually noticeable, can be easily fixed using a simple,
fully-automated, IK based foot-sliding cleanup, as described in Sec-
tion 5 and demonstrated in the supplementary video. In addition,
Figure 14 shows the magnitude of the velocity of the right foot as a
function of time in the motion clip used for the ablation study of
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Fig. 11. Cross-structure motion retargeting. Our method is compared to a naive adaptation of CycleGAN [Zhu et al. 2017] to the motion domain and to a
cross-structural version of NKN of Villegas et al. [2018]. The outputs are overlaid with the ground truth (green skeleton). The full comparison can be seen in
the supplementary video.
Lee (can be found in the supplementary video 05:18-05:22). It may
be seen that without IK (green), the magnitude of the velocity is
small but still noisy, characterized by high-frequencies. However,
after performing IK (orange), the output is more correlated with the
ground truth (blue) and cleaner zero velocity slots can be observed
during contact periods.
7 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a framework where networks are trained to
encode sequences of animations of homeomorphic skeletons to a
common latent space, and to decode them back, effectively allowing
transferring motions between the different skeletons. The success
of defining a common encoding space for different skeletons is
attributed to three reasons: (i) the primal skeleton is topologically
close to the original source skeletons, (ii) it carries enough deep
geometric features, which is weakly decoupled from the source
skeleton and (iii) we use spatially-variant kernels for convolving
the appropriate joint neighborhoods.
It is tempting to believe that the primal skeleton could have been
reduced down to a single point, and hence potentially allowing to
transfer motion among skeletons that are not necessarily homeo-
morphic. However, our preliminary experiments in that direction
suggest that it is too hard to encapsulate such a large amount of
information. Nevertheless, extending the scope of compatible skele-
tons is an interesting topic for future work.
A legitimate question is commonly asked: “does this really require
a deep network solution?”, or “what does the network learn here”?
The answer is that, yes, the deep features that are encoded on the
primal skeleton are learned. They are learned by training numerous
sequences. The features required to encode an animation decoupled
from its joints are overly complex to bemodeled by design.Moreover,
the deep features of the primal skeleton encode also the bones
lengths. This compensates proportion difference between the source
and the target skeletons. In other words, motion transfer applied
by the network translates both the topology and geometry jointly.
Professionals can map motions between pairs of skeletons, however,
not only that it is a tedious task, but it often introduces errors that
need to manually amended. On the other hand, training networks
once, facilitates the transfer between pair of arbitrary sequences
from the trained domain.
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Input Ours
Fig. 12. Retargeting to asymmetric characters. This result shows that our
method can deal with asymmetric characters and generates natural results.
The full comparison can be seen in the supplementary video.
Input Copy rotations Ours
Fig. 13. Retargeting to a character with three bones per arm. Our method is
compared to a naive nearest neighbor rotation copying. It can be seen that
copying rotations causes implausible results, especially for fine motions like
clapping. The full comparison can be seen in the supplementary video.
In the future, we would like to develop means that allows transfer
between skeletons that are not homeomorphic. This possibly would
require to define a generalized primal skeleton where the topology
is disentangled and encoded separately.
A notable limitation is that we cannot retarget motion well be-
tween homeomorphic skeletons, if they move very differently from
each other and have different T-poses. One such example, attempt-
ing to retarget the motion from a dog to a gorilla is included in
the supplementary video. Because the joint rotations describing
the motion are specified with respect to the T-pose, having very
different T-poses, as shown in Figure 15, implies a completely dif-
ferent interpretation of the joint rotations, making the translation
task much more challenging. Moreover, despite our use of the end-
effectors loss, complex tasks that involve interactions with objects
[sec]
[m/sec]
Fig. 14. Foot contact cleanup using IK. The magnitude of the foot velocity
in the raw output of the network (green) and the post processed motion
signal (orange) are compared to the one in the GT (blue).
Dog T-pose Gorilla T-pose
Fig. 15. Drastically different T-poses may hinder retargeting. See the result-
ing failure example in the supplementary video.
(like picking up a cup) will not be retargeted properly, if they were
not seen in the dataset.
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A NETWORK ARCHITECTURES
In this section we describe the details for the network architectures.
Table 3 describes the architecture for our skeleton-aware network,
where Conv, LReLU, AP, UP and UpS denote convolution, leaky
ReLU, average skeletal pooling, skeletal unpooling and temporal
linear upsampling layers, respectively. All of the convolution layers
use reflected padding. k is the kernel width, s is the stride, and the
Name Layers k s i/o_c i/o_j
E
Q
A Conv + LReLU + AP 15 2 4/8 28/18
Conv + LReLU + AP 15 2 8/16 18/7
D
Q
A UP + UpS + Conv + LReLU 15 1 16/8 7/18
UP + UpS + Conv 15 1 8/4 18/28
ESA Conv + LReLU + AP 1 1 3/8 28/18
E
Q
B Conv + LReLU + AP 15 2 4/8 22/12
Conv + LReLU + AP 15 2 8/16 12/7
D
Q
B UP + UpS + Conv + LReLU 15 1 16/8 7/12
UP + UpS + Conv 15 1 8/4 12/22
ESB Conv + LReLU + AP 1 1 3/8 22/12
Table 3. Architecture for skeleton-aware network
Name Layers k s i/o_c
E
Q
A Conv + LReLU 15 2 112/144
Conv + LReLU 15 2 144/112
D
Q
A UpS + Conv + LReLU 15 1 112/144
UpS + Conv 15 1 144/112
ESA Conv + LReLU 1 1 84/144
E
Q
B Conv + LReLU 15 2 88/96
Conv + LReLU 15 2 96/122
D
Q
B UpS + Conv + LReLU 15 1 122/96
UpS + Conv 15 1 96/88
ESB Conv + LReLU 1 1 66/96
Table 4. Architecture for regular skeleton-unaware network
number of input and output channels per joint, and number of input
and output joint number is reported in the rightmost column.
Table 4 describes the architecture of the regular skeleton-unaware
network, where Conv, LReLU, and UpS denote 1-D temporal con-
volution, LeakyReLU, and temporal linear upsampling layers, re-
spectively. It is implemented by achieving the same total number
of channels (i.e., number of joints × channels per joint) as in the
skeleton-aware network.
Discriminators CA,CB are implemented as patch-GAN discrimi-
nators. They share the same architecture as of EA,EB , except using
sigmoid as the last activation.
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